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Abstract 
Mammalian hibernation is a strategy employed by many species to survive fluctuations 

in resource availability and environmental conditions.  Hibernating mammals endure 

conditions of dramatically depressed heart rate, body temperature, and oxygen 

consumption; yet do not show the typical pathological responses. Because of the high 

abundance and metabolic cost of skeletal muscle, not only must it adjust to the 

constraints of hibernation, but it is also positioned to play a more active role in the 

initiation and maintenance of the hibernation phenotype.  My M.S. thesis research has 

primarily focused on the generation and analysis of two high-throughput ‘omics screens 

in thirteen-lined ground squirrel skeletal muscle.  A transcriptomic analysis using Illumina 

HiSeq2000 technology identified 1,466 differentially expressed genes throughout their 

circannual cycle.  This RNAseq data allowed for greater protein identifications in an 

iTRAQ based proteogeomic analysis of the same animals. Of the 1,563 proteins 

identified by this proteogenomic approach, 232 were differentially expressed.  These 

data support previously reported physiological transitions, while also offering new insight 

into specific mechanisms of how hibernator muscles might be reducing nitrogenous 

waste, preserving mass and function, and signaling to other tissues.  Sarcolipin is a 

specific gene of interest that shows a 10-fold difference in expression between 

hibernation and spring collection points.  Because of sarcolipin’s interaction with the 

SERCA pump and their role in muscle-based thermogenesis and calcium homeostasis 

bioenergetics, I have developed methods to measure the consequences of this 

differential expression. 
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Introduction 
 
 

Mammalian Hibernation 

 Hibernation is a strategy employed by a number of mammalian species to 

survive seasonal periods of low resource availability.  These seasonal fluctuations can 

be wet and dry seasons in the tropics, or cold and warm seasons at higher latitudes.  In 

either case, the goal of hibernation is the same: to reduce metabolic activity and 

preserve energy and other limiting resources.  This survival strategy is seen in species 

throughout the class Mammalia (1), suggesting that the ability to hibernate is a 

conserved trait amongst all mammals, rather than a specific adaptation that has evolved 

independently many times.  Thus, it is the differential expression of genes present in all 

mammals that allows for the hibernation phenotype, not a specific set of hibernation 

genes.   

 The work in this thesis uses the thirteen-lined ground squirrel (Ictidomys 

tridecemlineatus) as a model of hibernation.  These animals are “deep hibernators,” 

meaning that hibernation consists of long bouts of torpor (TOR) interrupted by brief inter 

bout arousals (IBA) (Figure 1).  When a thirteen-lined ground squirrel enters torpor, they 

reduce their core body temperature (Tb) to near ambient (5-10°C), they reduce their 

heart rate to 3-10 bpm from 300-400 bpm when active, and their oxygen consumption 

can be as low as 2% of normal, active levels.  They remain in this motionless state for 7-

10 days before rewarming themselves for an IBA (2,3).  The rewarming process is 

initially mediated by the activity of brown adipose tissue, which uses uncoupling protein 

1 to generate heat from the mitochondrial proton gradient (4).  After their muscles reach 

a temperature of around 16°C they begin shivering to contribute to rewarming (5).  

These animals will warm their bodies from 5 to 37°C over the course of a couple of 
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hours (2).  During an IBA, they maintain a body temperature around 37°C, their heart 

rate is 300-400 bpm, and their oxygen consumption is that of a normal active animal (2).  

After remaining in this euthermic state for 12-24 hours, they again allow their bodies to 

passively cool for another bout of torpor.  They repeat this torpor-arousal cycle 

numerous times throughout the hibernation season (Figure 1).  During the 5-6 months 

that these animals hibernate, they do not consume any food.  Instead, they rely on fat 

deposits that they have accumulated during the spring, summer and fall (3).  Even when 

these animals are allowed food ad libitum, they go through a hyper to hypo-phagic 

transition in the fall during which they cease food consumption in preparation for 

hibernation (6).   

  

Figure 1.  Circannual cycle of a thirteen-lined ground squirrel and sample collection 
points.  The black line represents the core body temperature (Tb) of a single animal measured by 
a surgically implanted transmitter.  The blue line represents ambient temperature (Ta).  Red text 
indicates representative times and Tb at which animals were collected.  All indicated collection 
points were used to generate proteomic data, while collection points with asterisks were used to 
generate transcriptomic data. 
 

M.IBA&J.IBA&*" *" *" *"
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 Because these regular IBAs are very energetically expensive, they are thought to 

serve some vital functions that allow these animals to survive the harsh conditions of 

hibernation (7).  It is well documented that transcription and translation do not occur at 

the low Tb of torpor (8,9).  It is likely however that protein degradation still occurs at 

these low temperatures, though at a slower rate.  The most likely function of the IBAs is 

to allow these animals to replenish mRNAs and proteins that may degrade during TOR, 

but are essential for survival and continuing the hibernating phenotype.  

 

Skeletal Muscle 

 Given the high abundance and metabolic cost of skeletal muscle, it seems 

reasonable that this tissue would not only have major challenges overcoming the 

physiological transitions associated with hibernation but would also contribute 

significantly to making these transitions possible on a whole-organism level.  Skeletal 

muscle is the single most abundant tissue in the mammalian body, making up ~40% of 

total body mass and being responsible for 20-30% of resting metabolic demand (10).  

Additionally, the high plasticity of skeletal muscle in response to metabolic and functional 

demands make it an ideal target for hibernators to adjust whole-body physiological 

parameters with the alteration of a single tissue (11).   

 The physiological metrics of a given muscle fiber can lie within a wide spectrum, 

allowing different muscles to perform specific functions more efficiently and permitting a 

high degree of adaptability to new functions.  There are typically four classifications to 

which a single muscle fiber can be assigned (11).  These classifications are based on 

myosin isoform expression, but tightly correlate with contractile and metabolic properties 

such that fibers with a fast activation frequency and high force generation tend to have a 

more glycolytic metabolism, whereas fibers with a slower activation frequency and lower 
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force generation will have a more oxidative metabolism (12).  Type IIB are the “fastest” 

fiber type.  They express primarily myosin heavy chain 2B and rely heavily on a 

glycolytic metabolism (12).  Because these fibers have relatively low mitochondrial 

densities and store a large amount of glycogen, these fibers are the largest and will 

appear white in color.  Because of their reliance on glycogen, and their high-energy 

demands, fast muscles are quickly fatigable, but produce greater force than the other 

fiber types (12).  Type I muscle fibers are the “slowest” fiber type.  They primarily 

express myosin heavy chain β (interestingly, one of the two myosins expressed in the 

heart) and rely on oxidative metabolism (12).  These are the smallest muscle fibers and 

appear red due to their high mitochondrial density (11).  These muscles produce less 

force than the other fiber types, but can be activated for very long periods without 

fatigue.  Type IIA and IIX are intermediate classifications that are known as fast oxidative 

muscles.  These intermediate fiber types express myosin isoforms by the same name 

and on the scale from slow to fast, type IIA are “slower” than type IIX (11).   

 Skeletal muscle is highly plastic, meaning that it can readily transition between 

these different fiber types depending on functional or metabolic demands.  It is widely 

accepted that the transitions must occur in a step-wise fashion from one fiber type to the 

next closest as in the scheme: I <> IIA <> IIX <> IIB (13).  Not only can muscles change 

their composition to accommodate demands, but they can also grow or shrink.  Muscle 

growth is referred to as hypertrophy and occurs during development, and in response to 

mechanical overload or anabolic hormonal stimulation such as testosterone or β2-

adronergic agonists (14).  A reduction in muscle mass, or atrophy, results from aging, 

cancer, starvation, diabetes, disuse, loss of neuronal input, or catabolic hormone 

stimulation (corticosteroids) (14).  Chronic disuse can cause a typical mammalian 

muscle to atrophy up to 30% over a two week period.  Associated with this disuse 
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atrophy is a shift to a faster, more glycolytic fiber type (14,15).  Muscle mass is 

maintained by a balance between the continuous processes of protein synthesis and 

degradation.  A shift in this balance will result in muscle hypertrophy or atrophy (14).   

 Finally, in an animal that regularly changes its core body temperature by as much 

as 35°C, thermoregulation and its energetics are important aspects of skeletal muscle 

function.  At rest, skeletal muscle is responsible for 20-30% of whole body metabolism 

(10).  Much of this energy is used to maintain ion gradients necessary for excitation 

contraction coupling (16).  Particularly, the calcium concentration within the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum (SR) can be as high as four orders of magnitude greater than that of the 

cytoplasm (17).  The release of this calcium store by ryanodine receptors is necessary to 

allow actin-myosin crosslinking and subsequent muscle contraction.  This calcium is 

then pumped back into the SR by the action of sarco-endoplasmic reticulum calcium 

ATPase (SERCA).  This pump hydrolyzes ATP to pump calcium back into the SR.  The 

action of this pump, even at resting conditions, accounts for 40-50% of muscle 

metabolism (16).  During muscle activity, much of the ATP being utilized by a muscle cell 

is to pump calcium or initiate actin-myosin binding, but some of the energy is inevitably 

released as heat (18).  This is what makes shivering is an effective method of 

thermogenesis.  Sarcolipin is a small protein than interacts with SERCA in such a way to 

uncouple ATP hydrolysis from calcium pumping (19).  This means that more ATP must 

be hydrolyzed to pump the same amount of calcium.  This results in more heat 

generation in muscle and a greater energy demand for maintaining calcium 

homeostasis.  This mechanism has recently been shown to play a major role in 

mammalian thermogenesis, such that mice lacking sarcolipin cannot maintain normal 

body temperature when cold-challenged (20). 
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Hibernator Skeletal Muscle 

For the 5-6 months of hibernation, the thirteen-lined ground squirrel is almost 

completely immobile, shivering briefly during an arousal and moving very little during an 

IBA.  Despite this level of disuse their muscles maintain greater tone and functionality 

than would be expected in a non-hibernating mammal under similar conditions (21). 

Additionally, these animals display a fast to slow muscle fiber type transition in the 

months leading up to hibernation.  In the plantaris and gastrocnemius muscles of golden 

mantle ground squirrels (Spermophilus lateralis) Nowell et al. demonstrated a significant 

reduction in myosin 2B and an increase in myosin 2X between September and October, 

demonstrating this fast to slow transition (22).  This fiber-type shift was maintained and 

even continued slightly through the hibernation season, likely through the activation of 

the exercise endurance pathway and the activity of the transcriptional coactivator PGC-

1α (23).  By transitioning to a slower, more oxidative fiber type prior to hibernation, their 

muscles are more adapted to utilize the lipid-based metabolism required during 

hibernation.   

 Maintaining contractile function despite extended disuse is another important 

demand placed on hibernator skeletal muscle.  The initial stages of rewarming are 

mediated by non-shivering thermogenesis in brown adipose tissue (BAT), while the later 

stages also make use of shivering thermogenesis in skeletal muscle (5).  In the spring, 

these hibernators arouse to an environment full of predatory mammals and birds that are 

hungry after a long winter or migration. Functional muscles are essential to forage, 

evade predation, and successfully reproduce.  In addition to the potential effects of PGC-

1α expression, a variety of mechanisms have been proposed to maintain hibernator 

muscle.  Andres-Mateos et al. demonstrated the role of serum/glucocorticoid-induced 

kinase in maintaining protein synthesis/degradation balance in hibernation (21).   
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Various research groups including ours have demonstrated a decrease in mRNA and 

protein abundance of myostatin, a negative regulator of muscle mass, during the bulk of 

hibernation (24, 25).  Another hypothesis, one also supported by our proteome data, is 

that these animals undergo a period of muscle regrowth during the final stages of 

hibernation, in preparation for the final spring arousal (26).   

 The need for these animals to maintain adequate muscle mass and function is at 

odds with their need to conserve energy during hibernation.  With up to 15% of total 

body metabolism attributed to the action of the SERCA pump in skeletal muscles, this 

pump is an ideal target for energy conservation (10,17).  The role of the sarcolipin 

protein is to reduce the efficiency of SERCA such that it hydrolyzes more ATP and 

produces more heat (19).  Mechanisms of muscle-based thermogenesis such as this 

have only recently gained new interest in model organisms (20), but our hibernator may 

represent a more useful model since their thermoregulatory needs vary throughout the 

year.   

 

Focus of Thesis 

 Because of its abundance and metabolic demand, slight changes in skeletal 

muscle physiology can have significant effects body-wide, likely making it an important 

contributing factor to the hibernation phenotype.  For this reason, we have taken a multi-

omic approach to describe changes in muscle physiology throughout the circannual 

cycle of these animals.  These methods have yielded many hypotheses, both novel and 

supported by previous research.   

Characterizing the physiological transitions these animals make throughout the 

year and understanding the regulation behind these transitions has broad biomedical 

applications.  There is currently no treatment to prevent the loss of muscle mass 
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associated with a variety of pathologies.  Understanding how these animals maintain 

muscle tone and function despite months of disuse could eventually lead to the 

development of such treatments.  With the recent initiative to send humans to Mars, the 

idea of long-term space travel and the need for muscle preservation is becoming more 

fact than fiction.  Metabolically, the endogenous control these animals seem to have 

over their muscle metabolism could lead to therapies with the potential to reduce the 

current obesity trend in developed nations.     

To understand how hibernators are altering their muscle physiology, we used 

Illumina high-throughput sequencing technology to analyze mRNA levels in their skeletal 

muscles at four time-points throughout the year (27).  The advancements in sequencing 

technology are such that this study was able to identify almost seven times as many 

genes as a similar study done with hibernator cardiac muscle in our lab 10 years ago 

and with much higher accuracy for quantification (28).  Using this sequence data, we 

also performed an iTRAQ based MS/MS shotgun proteomics screen using the same 

animals as in the transcriptome with two additional time points (29). This proteogenomic 

approach led to greater protein identification and quantification than using genomic 

predictions alone and analyzing these two datasets together allowed for greater 

interrogation of regulatory processes between mRNA and protein expression.  Various 

projects have arisen from this data, one of which being to examine SERCA efficiency 

throughout the year to determine its contribution to thermogenesis and muscle 

metabolism.  From projects like this, it is our goal that these expression data will allow us 

to expand our knowledge of hibernator physiology and potentially inspire novel therapies 

for human use.   
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Chapter 1: Transcriptome Analysis 

 

Materials and Methods 

Animals 

Thirteen-lined ground squirrels were live-trapped near Paynesville, MN and 

housed in the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care-

accredited Animal Care Facility at the University of Minnesota Duluth School of 

Medicine.  Squirrels were individually housed in plastic top-load rat cages with aspen 

shavings.  The squirrels were housed under standard conditions in a 12:12 light/dark 

cycle at 23°C and fed standard rodent chow and water ad libitum from April to October.  

During the hibernation season (November-March) the squirrels were moved into an 

artificial hibernation chamber and kept in constant darkness at 5-7°C with no food 

provided and water ad libitum.  All experimental animal procedures were approved by 

the University of Minnesota Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (protocol 

#1103A97712). 

 

Experimental Collection Points 

 Four collection points were chosen for these experiments to reveal the most 

meaningful comparisons in ground squirrel skeletal muscle across the hibernation 

season.  The four collection points used were: pre-hibernation (OCT), torpor (TOR), 

during an interbout arousal (IBA), and post-hibernation (APR) (Figure 1).  Three males 

and three females were sacrificed at each collection point.  Animal state at each 

collection point was determined by rectal temperature and animal behavior.  All animals 

were collected between 10 am and 3 pm. 
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 For the OCT collection point the animals have increased body mass in the 

preceding months and are preparing for hibernation.  October animals are experiencing 

torpor bouts, in which body temperature drops as low as 20°C for up to 24 hours.  This 

time point represents an opportunity to detect transcriptional changes associated with 

preparation for hibernation.  October active animals were collected in the first two weeks 

of October and were active at the time of sacrifice, with a body temperature of 35-37°C 

and were observed as awake and active (open eyes and coordinated body movements).  

 The TOR and IBA collection points reflect the extreme conditions that hibernating 

ground squirrels experience.  These collection points are important in showing the 

changes that orchestrate the drastic physiological changes associated with the torpor-

arousal cycle.  The saw dusting method was used to identify squirrels in TOR and IBA. 

TOR animals were collected after a minimum of three days in a torpor bout, and showed 

no visible signs of arousal.  At the time of sacrifice, rectal temperatures were taken to 

verify torpid state (Tb 6-8°C).  Animals collected for the IBA collection point aroused 

naturally and were awake, active, and showed coordinated body movement.  Rectal 

temperatures collected at sacrifice showed an active body temperature between 35-

37°C.  Torpor and IBA animals were collected in January and February, when torpor 

bouts are the longest. 

 The APR collection point reflects the post-hibernation state of the animal, when 

the animal is recovering from the hibernation season, resuming food consumption, and 

ready for reproduction.  These animals were removed from the hibernation chambers at 

the end of March and returned to a 12:12 light/dark cycle at 23°C with food and water ad 

libitum.  The animals for the APR collection point were collected in the second and third 

weeks of April.  
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Muscle Dissection 

 All animals were fully anesthetized with isofluorane and then sacrificed by 

decapitation.  The quadriceps femoralis was removed from the upper thigh, further 

dissected into smaller pieces, and rapidly flash frozen in liquid nitrogen.  The two 

quadriceps femoralis muscles are frozen and stored separately.  The time from 

decapitation to sample freezing was less than 10 minutes.  Tissues were stored at -80°C 

until RNA purification.  

 

RNA Preparation 

 RNA was isolated using a Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit and remaining genomic DNA 

was removed using an Ambion DNase kit.  For RNA quality control, the protein 

concentration was determined using a Nanodrop and then one µg of each sample was 

run on an agarose gel looking for distinct 28s and 18s bands.  RNA from one male and 

one female from each collection point were combined together in a single sample and 

each collection point contained three pooled samples.  Samples were pooled to 

eliminate variation due to sex.  Samples were sent to the University of Minnesota 

Biomedical Genomics Center (Minneapolis, MN) for Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing.  

 

Sample Quality Assessment 

Total RNA isolates were quantified using a fluorimetric RiboGreen assay. Total 

RNA integrity was assessed using capillary electrophoresis, and generated an RNA 

Integrity Number (RIN). All of the samples passed the initial Quality Control (QC) step 

verifying them as high quality samples (> 1 microgram, RIN=8+). RNA samples were 

converted to Illumina sequencing libraries using Illumina’s Truseq RNA Sample 

Preparation Kit (RS-122-2001).  
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Library creation 

From each replicate, one µg of total RNA (equal RNA from male and female) was 

enriched for mRNA using oligo-dT coated magnetic beads, fragmented and reverse 

transcribed into cDNA. The cDNA was fragmented, blunt-ended, and ligated to indexed 

(barcoded) adaptors and amplified using 15 cycles of PCR.  Final library size distribution 

was validated using capillary electrophoresis and quantifed using PicoGreen fluorimetry 

and qPCR. Libraries were successfully sequenced for all samples.  

 

Cluster generation and sequencing 

Truseq libraries were hybridized to a paired-end flow cell and individual 

fragments were clonally amplified by bridge amplification on the Illumina cBot. Libraries 

were clustered at a concentration of 12pM. After clustering the flow cell was loaded on 

the HiSeq 2000 and sequenced using Illumina’s Sequencing by Synthesis (SBS) 

chemistry. Upon completion of a read, a seven base pair index read was performed. 

Samples were run for 100 cycles with a minimum of 10 million single reads per sample. 

Base call (.bcl) files for each cycle of sequencing were generated by Illumina Real Time 

Analysis (RTA) software. The base call files and run folders were then exported to 

servers maintained at the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute (MSI, Minneapolis, MN). 

Primary analysis and de-multiplexing were performed using Illumina’s CASAVA software 

1.8.2, resulting in de-multiplexed FASTQ files.  

 

Bioinformatics Analysis 

 Over 10 million raw sequence reads were generated per sample. These reads 

were mapped to a set of I. tridecemlineatus contigs assembled in the open-source 
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program Trinity (30).  The contigs were constructed using consensus regions of DNA 

from this data in addition to previous I. tridecemlineatus RNAseq experimental data from 

brain cortex, hypothalamus (31), brown adipose tissue (BAT) (35), and white adipose 

tissue (WAT) (32). Trinity was used to predict coding domain subsequences within these 

contigs in order to specifically select for protein-coding transcripts. Any contig containing 

a predicted coding domain was selected and trimmed to include only this domain plus up 

to 100 bases on both ends of the domain. Before matching reads to the contigs, 

mitochondrially-encoded genes were screened out using the thirteen-lined ground 

squirrel mitochondrial genome sequence (32) and NCBI’s megablast program (33) due 

to the high density of mitochondrial genomes in skeletal muscle.  The selected contigs 

were then compared to the NCBI RefSeq human mRNA sequences using NCBI BLASTn 

(33).  Raw reads from each experimental sample were identified using these contigs, 

and then quantified using the counts for each gene.  Gene names used for identification 

are the official Human Genome Organisation (HUGO) Gene Nomenclature Committee 

(HGNC) designations.  

 Resulting read counts were normalized to the upper-quartile and then fitted to a 

negative binomial distribution using DESeq v1.6.1 (34).  All genes included in the initial 

analysis had at least 10 read counts total across the four time points.  All read counts 

across all collection points were quantified for each mRNA to determine overall 

abundance.  Maximum fold change for each gene was calculated as the collection point 

with the highest average read counts by the collection point with the lowest average read 

counts.  Tissue specificity was calculated for each gene by dividing the percentage of 

read counts in that tissue divided by the total number of read counts in all other 

transcriptomic samples, including heart, skeletal muscle, cortex, hypothalamus (31), 

BAT (35), and WAT (32), which were obtained from other transcriptomic experiments.  
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Differential gene expression 

 Differential gene expression was determined using an analysis of deviance in 

DESeq v1.6.1, to generate a test statistic (p-value) using the methods described by 

Anders and Huber (34).  The computed p-values were independently filtered (36) by 

restricting those with at least a 50% change between any two collection points and at 

least one collection point with a mean of 100 or more reads.  The Benjamini-Hochberg 

method was then used to correct for multiple comparisons, providing a p-value cutoff for 

significance, which controlled the false discovery rate (FDR) at 0.05.  Any transcript with 

a p-value less than the respective cutoff value was considered differentially expressed 

(FDR<0.05).  On these differentially expressed genes, post hoc pair-wise comparisons 

were performed using the same function in DESeq v1.6.1, but with different input data. 

For this pair-wise analysis, the p-values were independently filtered (36) to restrict to a 

50% change between two specific collection points, rather than any two. The Benjamini-

Hochberg method was used to control the FDR to 0.05 to correct for multiple 

comparisons.  

 

Functional Annotation Clustering 

 The differentially expressed transcripts were analyzed using the functional 

annotation tools of DAVID (37) and literature searches.  Genes were first sorted for 

differential expression relative to APR and then sorted for genes that were upregulated 

and downregulated.  These lists were entered into DAVID separately for analysis.  

DAVID analysis provided annotation and gene GO-term enrichment analysis.  DAVID 

functional annotation clustering (FAC) was used for further analysis (38). DAVID 

functional annotation clustering uses an algorithm to measure the relationships among 
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the annotation terms.  Each annotation term inside each cluster is assigned a p-value 

(Fisher Exact/EASE score) and these p-values are used to calculate a Group 

Enrichment Score.  This score is the geometric mean of the member’s p-values in a 

corresponding annotation cluster and is used to rank their biological significance.   

 

Results 

The goal of this study was to use advanced high-throughput sequencing 

technology to determine changes in gene expression in hibernator skeletal muscle 

throughout the year.  Total RNA was prepared at four time points throughout the 

circannual cycle: APR, OCT, TOR, and IBA (Figure 1).  Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencing 

of cDNAs derived from 24 animals resulted in 109,274,656 reads of 100 bases (Table 1).  

Contig assembly resulted in the identification of 14,169 distinct transcripts.  Only 

transcripts that had 10 reads at any time point were used for further analysis.  This 

resulted in the identification of 8,278 protein-coding genes.   

 

Ranked Abundance 

 As expected, many of the most abundant transcripts are for structural 

components of the sarcomere.  Figure 2 shows the 20 most abundant transcripts, many 

of which are sarcomeric proteins.  Few of these genes are differentially expressed, with 

MYH2, MYH4, and ACTN2 differentially high in APR and MB differentially high in OCT.   

!
Table&1.&&Overview'of'Illumina'HiSeq2000'RNAseq'data'
High%quality,reads, 109,274,656,
Distinct,transcripts, 14,169,
Protein%coding,genes, 8,278,
Differentially,expressed,genes, 1,466,

,
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Figure 2. Most abundant transcripts.  The total number of reads across all collection points for 
each mRNA were used to determine overall abundance.  The 20 most abundant transcripts are 
represented.   
 

Differential Expression 

 We determined differential expression across the four collection points by 

independently filtering p-values computed by DESeq.  Genes are considered 

differentially expressed if they have at lease 100 normalized counts in one collection 

point and have at least a 50% fold change between the mean of any two points.  Of the 

8,278 transcripts identified, 1,466 were differentially expressed (Table 1).  The five 

genes showing the greatest fold change were carbonic anhydrase 1 (CA1), Uroplakin 1A 

(UPK1A), Aldose Reductase-Related Protein (AKR1B10), Guanine Nucleotide-Binding 

Protein 6 (GBP6), and a Ctyochrome p450 family member (CYP1A1).  With each of 

these genes, the highest expression was during the APR time point.  The function of 

CA1 is to remove carbon dioxide from tissues by conversion to bicarbonate (39).  

UPK1A is an important protein in the bladder epithelium and is likely not expressed at 

the protein level in skeletal muscles.  AKR1B10 is a member of the aldo-keto reductase 
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superfamily, capable of reducing various carbonyl substrates (40).  GBP6 is a guanylate 

binding protein important for immunity against bacterial and viral infections (41).  Finally, 

CYP1A1 is a monooxygenase involved in the metabolism of xenobiotics and is induced 

under hypoxic conditions (42,43).  Post-hoc pairwise comparison between any two 

points showed that the highest number of statistically significant changes occurred 

between TOR and APR with 1,317 genes (Table 2).  Interestingly, the comparison 

showing the fewest differences was between TOR and IBA with 109 genes.  

  

Functional Analysis 

Fuel utilization 

Differentially expressed genes were functionally clustered using the Database for 

Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) to highlight functional 

pathways that are altered across the circannual cycle of a hibernator. Genes were first 

sorted by their expression relative to Apri, and then further sorted into genes that were 

upregulated or downregulated.  There is evidence that mitochondrial function, including 

fatty acid metabolism, is especially important for the hibernation phenotype. Transcripts 

associated with fatty acid metabolism are upregulated in OCT, TOR, and IBA (Figure 3). 

We see increased expression of many of the key players utilized during fatty acid 

metabolism including FABP3, ACOT1, ACSL1, ACSL4, and ACSL6.  These genes 

encode important enzymes in the conversion of free long-chain fatty acids into fatty-acyl 

Table&2.&&Pair,wise&&
Differential&expression&
! APR! IBA! TOR!
OCT! 524! 688! 938!
TOR! 1,317! 109! !
IBA! 1,085! ! !
!
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CoA.  Fatty acids are transported across the mitochondrial membrane by CPT1A, 

CPT1B, and SLC25A20, all of which have significantly increased expression during 

hibernation. Additionally, gene expression of enzymes required for β-oxidation of fatty-

acyl CoA is significantly upregulated, including ACADS, ECH1, ACOT2, HADHA, and 

HADHB. Catalase (CAT), and peroxiredoxin (PRDX5) are responsible for the breakdown 

of hydrogen peroxide produced in β-oxidation and both are upregulated beginning in 

OCT or throughout hibernation.  Enzymes involved in the degradation of branched chain 

fatty acids are significantly downregulated, for example ACADSB.  This is consistent with 

previous findings of reduced expression of proteins associated with mitochondrial β-

oxidation of branched chain fatty acids (44).  

 

Figure 3.  Gene expression changes supporting an increased reliance on fatty acid 
metabolism during hibernaiton.  Genes are grouped into functional categories based on their 
role in fatty acid metabolism.  Differential expression relative to April is signified by red (increased 
expression) or green (decreased expression) shading.  Differential expression relative to October 
is signified by an asterisk.   

Functional*
Category* Gene$Name$ Normalized*mRNA*Reads*

April* October* Torpor* IBA*

Converstion*
of*long.chain*
fatty*acids*to*
fatty*acyl.CoA*

FABP3& 6821* 8509* 11787** 12880*
ACOT1& 325* 416* 717** 822*
ACSL1& 2915* 3927* 5681** 4504*
ACSL3& 84* 82* 128** 117*
ACSL4& 316* 398* 634** 596*
ACSL6& 77* 106* 114* 140*

Fatty.acyl*
CoA*

mitochondrial*
Transport*

CPT1A& 211* 132* 682** 593*

CPT1B& 8978* 12475* 14111* 12173*

SLC25A20& 564* 770* 978** 990*

Β.oxidation*
of*fatty.acyl*

CoA*

ACADS& 859* 1444* 1688** 1654*
ACADVL& 7915* 7856* 9060* 8964*
ACAD10& 428* 356* 354* 335*
ECH1& 5116* 6454* 8081* 7584*
ACOT2& 99* 121* 213** 228*
HADHA& 4584* 7838* 10228** 10867*
HADHB& 6836* 14497* 18532** 19168*

Branched.
chain*FA*

metabolism*
ACADSB& 781* 385* 244** 302*

Lipotoxicity*
protection* UCP3& 2105* 755* 2329** 1988*

Breackdown*
H2O2*

CAT& 2256* 1820* 3049** 3043*
PRDX5& 494* 776* 705* 757*

!
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Increased oxidative capacity   

Supporting the increase in fatty acid metabolism genes, we also see a significant 

increase in a number of genes involved in oxygen transport and delivery to and within 

muscle cells.  TCA cycle enzymes, including isocitrate dehydrogenase 3 (IDH3A) and 

aconitase (ACO2), increase beginning in OCT (Figure 4).  TCA cycle products would 

then fuel the electron transfer system (ETS)  and oxidative phosphorylation.  Without 

seeing a clear increase in genes directly associated with the ETS and oxidative 

phosphorlyation, we see increases in genes involved in iron-protein assembly and 

oxygen transport.  Angiogenic growth factors VEGFA and VEGFB show peak expression 

in OCT and elevated expression in hibernation, while ADAMTS1, a protein with anti-

angiogenic activity (45, 46), shows significantly decreased expression (Figure 4).  Iron 

uptake, heme, and myoglobin synthesis genes come up beginning in OCT with a spike 

in gene expression of transferrin receptor (TFRC), the rate-limiting enzyme in heme 

synthesis ALAS1, and myoglobin (MB) along with reduced expression of heme 

degradative enzymes HMOX1, HMOX2, and POR.  The iron-sulfur cluster assembly 

enzyme (ISCU), mitochondrial iron transporter SLC25A28, the mitochondrial heme 

transporter ABCB6, the electron transfer flavoprotein-ubiquinone oxidoreductase 

(ETFDH), and the cytochrome c oxidase subunit COX7A2L are all upregulated during 

the hibernation season and are all involved in the production of heme and iron related 

proteins. Expression of the transcriptional coactivator implicit in a variety of mitochondrial 

function, PPARgamma coactivator-1alpha (PPARGC1A), peaks in OCT and returns to 

APR levels in TOR and IBA.  The homologue PGC-1β (PPARGC1B) is expressed at 

peak levels during TOR and IBA.  Each of these transcriptional coactivators have been 
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shown to promote expression of genes associated with increased oxidative capacity 

(47).  

 

Figure 4.  Gene expression changes supporting an increase in oxidative capacity 
immediately preceding and during hibernation.  Genes are grouped into functional categories 
based on their role in oxidative capacity.  Differential expression relative to April is signified by red 
(increased expression) or green (decreased expression) shading.  Differential expression relative 
to October is signified by an asterisk. 
 

Muscle maintenance and regulation of protein turnover 

Transcriptomic analysis reveals differential expression of genes involved in key 

pathways determining the rates of protein synthesis and degradation.  Genes involved in 

protein synthesis, including the mTOR pathway show increased expression during the 

hibernation season.  The key enzymes in this pathway that are upregulated are AKT1, 

MTOR, and RPS6KB1 (Figure 5). Similarly, inhibitors of protein synthesis, DDIT4, 

KLF15, and EIF4EBP1 show decreased expression at the same time points. This 

Functional*
Category* Gene$Name$ Normalized*mRNA*Reads*

April* October* Torpor* IBA*

TCA$cycle$
IDH3A& 2697$ 5350$ 4433$ 4583$
ACO2& 16448$ 24399$ 17987*$ 15593*$

Promoting$
oxidative$

metabolism$

THRB& 67$ 91$ 106$ 121$
PPARGC1A& 126$ 201$ 146*$ 175$
PPARGC1B& 77$ 122$ 198*$ 204*$

Angiogenesis$
VEGFA& 1660$ 2884$ 1746*$ 1748*$
VEGFB& 1108$ 2172$ 1674*$ 1722$

ADAMTS1& 258$ 128$ 21$ 75$

IronCsulfur$
cluster$and$heme$

synthesis$

TFRC& 194$ 2934$ 327*$ 308*$
ISCU& 1144$ 1561$ 1993*$ 2205*$
ALAS1& 854$ 2751$ 1017*$ 981*$
ALAS2& 11$ 20$ 21$ 19$
HMOX1& 383$ 67$ 446*$ 452*$
HMOX2& 492$ 299$ 402*$ 366$
SLC25A28& 147$ 158$ 240*$ 215$
ABCB6& 898$ 900$ 1292$ 1225$

Oxygen$
transport/reserve$

within$cells$
MB& 64821$ 114017$ 87326*$ 99345$

Mitochondrial$
ADP/ATP$

transporters$

SLC25A4& 33596$ 51613$ 59720$ 55883$

SLC25A6& 2217$ 2465$ 3754$ 4251$
!
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pathway is likely regulated through IGF signaling during hibernation, with IGF1 and IGF2 

showing significant upregulation, while the inhibitory IGF binding proteins IGFBP2 and 

IGFBP7 are significantly downregulated.  We also see evidence of reduced protein 

degradation during the hibernation season, including reduced expression of the negative 

regulator of muscle growth myostatin (MSTN), the transcription factors FOXO1 and 

FOXO3, and the TWEAK receptor Fn14 (TNFRSF12A), which are all upstream 

activators of ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5.  Gene expression changes supporting a shift in protein turnover during 
hibernation.  Genes are grouped into functional categories based on their role in protein 
turnover.  Differential expression relative to April is signified by red (increased expression) or 
green (decreased expression) shading.  Differential expression relative to October is signified by 
an asterisk. 
 

 

Discussion 

Skeletal muscle is a highly abundant and metabolically costly tissue.  As such, it 

is expected that greater physiological transitions must occur to allow this tissue to 

endure the demands of hibernation.  Similarly, any changes in skeletal muscle 

Functional*
Category* Gene$Name$ Normalized*mRNA*Reads*

April* October* Torpor* IBA*

Protein(
Synthesis(

IGF1% 159( 224( 491*( 288(
IGF2% 87( 148( 165( 179(
AKT1% 552( 872( 897( 866(
MTOR% 1120( 857( 1569*( 1272*(

RSPS6KB1% 312( 409( 486( 531*(

Negative(
Regulation(
of(Protein(
Synthesis(

DDIT4% 2073( 508( 66*( 270(
KLF15% 492( 349( 85*( 167(

EIF4EBP1% 227( 168( 150( 185(
IGFBP2% 105( 51( 17*( 20*(
IGFBP7% 525( 395( 370( 335(
MSTN% 111( 32( 11*( 29(

Protein(
Degradation(

FOXO1% 638( 520( 246*( 249*(
FOXO3% 810( 651( 334*( 384*(

TNFRSF12A% 357( 130( 46( 75(
ZFAND5% 2487( 1246( 1069( 1158(

!
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physiology are likely to have body-wide consequences that could facilitate the 

hibernation phenotype.  Using Illumina HiSeq sequencing technologies we were able to 

perform a high-throughput analysis of skeletal muscle gene expression at various time 

points throughout the circannual cycle of the thirteen-lined ground squirrel.  This analysis 

improves on previous transcriptome analyses performed in our lab that relied on 

subtractive hybridization (48), EST identification (28), or 454 sequencing technologies 

that used pooled samples and therefore lacked statistical validation of expression levels 

at any given time point (32).  The depth of coverage using these techniques allowed us 

to validate and expand on previously known physiological transitions, while also making 

some novel mechanistic hypotheses.  

 

Fuel Utilization  

During conditions in which whole-body metabolism changes, such as hibernation, 

the relative contribution of individual substrates to energy production will alter. For 

example, in rats fasted for 48 hours mRNA levels for glucose-handling proteins were 

reduced by as much as 70%, while transcripts involved in fatty acid transport and 

metabolism were increased over 50% (49).  Because hibernation involves a long-term 

fast meant to conserve energy at a time of limited nutrient availability, we proposed that 

changes in gene expression similar to fasting are occurring during hibernation.  

 

Fatty acid and glucose metabolism. 

 Mammalian hibernators rely almost exclusively on lipid reserves accumulated 

during summer and fall months, while carbohydrate utilization is drastically reduced (3).  

The switch from carbohydrate to fatty acid metabolism is regulated by differential gene 

expression at multiple levels and shares several gene expression changes with fasting 
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(50, 51), including increased expression of the acyl-CoA dehydrogenases ACADS, 

ACADVL, and ACAD10, and the mitochondrial transport protein CPT1 (Figure 3). These 

similarities with fasting reflect the requirement for fatty acid transport and β-oxidation 

upon nutrient deprivation, and increased circulating fatty acid concentrations.  

Key differences between fasting and hibernation, as evidenced by mRNA 

expression, come from the differences in fatty acid transport proteins.  Increased 

expression of the fatty acid translocase CD36 is observed in the skeletal muscle of 

fasting rats (50, 51), while elevated transcript levels of the fatty acid transport protein 

SLC27A1 are observed during hibernation in ground squirrels. Studies have shown 

SLC27A1 directs fatty acids for oxidation (52), is particularly effective at facilitating long-

chain fatty acid transport (53), and is protective against intramuscular lipid accumulation 

(52). We postulate the increased expression of SLC27A1 allows for increased ability to 

transport unsaturated fats across the membrane, and that this is a key difference 

between fasting and hibernation-associated fasting, given that unsaturated fats remain 

more liquid at cold temperatures.  Taken together, fasting and hibernation-associated 

fasting both show similar upregulation of fatty acid metabolism, although differences in 

enzymes might reflect the greatly increased fat storage prior to hibernation that is not 

seen in normal fasting. 

  

Oxidative capacity.  

While many of the genes associated with β-oxidation show a gradual increase 

through OCT, peaking in hibernation, there is an OCT-specific increase in genes 

associated with oxygen delivery and transport, which would be necessary for the rapid 

utilization of these fats in oxidative phosphorylation.  The primary method of iron uptake 

into muscle cells is through the binding of transferrin to transferrin-receptor, and its 
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subsequent endocytosis (54). Transferrin-receptor (TFRC) shows a 15-fold increase in 

OCT from APR, and then decreases, but is still differentially elevated during hibernation 

(Figure 4).  Once iron is in the cell it can be stored in ferritin, transported back out of the 

cell, or incorporated into various functional proteins, usually in the form of heme (54).  

Increased transcriptional expression of the rate-limiting enzyme in heme synthesis, 

ALAS1, and decreased expression of heme-degradative enzymes, HMOX1, HMOX2, 

and POR indicate enhanced heme synthesis in OCT.  In addition to the mitochondrial 

cytochromes, heme groups can be incorporated into the oxygen transport protein 

myoglobin (MB).  In accordance with previous studies, our transcriptome shows 

significantly increased MB expression in OCT in skeletal muscle, with the protein product 

likely being maintained throughout hibernation (55).  In diving mammals that undergo 

regular acute hypoxic events, MB is increased in their skeletal muscles as a means of 

buffering against anaerobic metabolism and the buildup of lactate (56).  The increased 

MB expression in hibernators likely serves a similar purpose during the rewarming 

process associated with an IBA.  Shivering thermogenesis is an important part of the 

rewarming process, during which, oxygen consumption can be as high as three times 

normal active levels (57).  With such extreme whole-body oxygen demand, the muscles 

run the risk of using oxygen more rapidly than it can be delivered and resorting to 

anaerobic metabolism.  The importance of remaining aerobic during rewarming is also 

highlighted in the significantly increased expression of the mitochondrial ADP/ATP 

transporters SLC25A4 and SLC25A6 during hibernation (Figure4) ,indicating an 

increased reliance on mitochondrial ATP generation.  Finally, angiogenic factors VEGFA 

and VEGFB also show increased expression in OCT further, likely increasing capillary 

density and further preparing the animal for increased in oxygen demands (Figure 4).  
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       These changes in oxidative capacity are likely mediated through differential 

expression of the transcriptional coactivators (TCs) PPARGC1A and PPARGC1B.  

These TCs are known to induce the expression of a wide variety of genes related to 

mitochondrial function, oxidative capacity, and the myosin fiber type transition observed 

in our data and others (58,59).  The differential expression of these TCs correlates with 

their expected transcriptional targets in such a way to suggest that PPARGC1A is more 

responsible for the physiological transition into hibernation with peak expression in OCT, 

and PPARGC1B plays a role in maintaining the hibernation phenotype with increased 

expression during TOR and IBA.  A role of PPARGC1A in hibernation has been recently 

proposed (23), and our data supports these findings, but further research is needed to 

determine the full role of PPARGC1A and the role of PPARGC1B in the hibernation 

phenotype. 

 

Muscle Maintenance with Altered Protein Turnover 

Under normal conditions, muscle homeostasis is achieved by balancing the 

continuous processes of protein synthesis and degradation.  This balance is regulated 

by mechanisms integrating a variety of signals including nutrient availability and 

functional demand.  Under conditions of fasting or immobility such as those seen in 

hibernation, these mechanisms can lead to severe muscle atrophy (60, 61).  The amount 

of inactivity typical of a 10-day torpor bout would, in the non-hibernating rat, result in 16-

27% reduction in muscle mass depending on muscle type (62). Hibernators interrupt 

these long periods of immobility only briefly during IBAs thus remaining largely immobile 

for 6 months.  Throughout this time their muscles retain normal morphology and 

functionality (21).  The high throughput transcriptome data provides a comprehensive 

view of potential regulatory points in the protein synthesis and degredative pathways that 
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hibernators may use to avoid atrophy. The atrophic response of non-hibernator skeletal 

muscle has been well characterized at the transcriptional level (15). A direct comparison 

of gene expression patterns of active (APR) versus hibernating (TOR) ground squirrels 

to active versus immobilized rats reveals a nearly complete lack of the typical atrophic 

response despite extended disuse in hibernation.  

Studies suggest that transcription and translation are halted during torpor (8, 9), 

implying that the protein synthesis necessary to counteract protein degradation can only 

occur during an IBA.  Our hibernators show increased expression of genes in the IGF-

1/AKT/mTOR pathway, which is typical of the hypertrophic response to exercise (63) 

and is a central mechanism of activating protein synthesis.  The increased transcriptional 

expression of the mTOR pathway and reduced expression of its inhibitors, such as 

DDIT4 and KLF15, supports the hypothesis that protein synthesis may be occurring in 

bursts during the IBAs to counteract the processes of protein degradation, but further 

investigation at the level of proteins and post-translational regulation would be needed to 

confirm the role of this pathway (64).  Mechanisms of protein degradation include the 

ubiquitin proteasome system, the lysosomal autophagy system, and Ca+2-activated 

proteases (calpains).  In models of disuse these pathways are upregulated, resulting in 

an unbalanced rate of protein turnover eventually leading to atrophy.  Our transcriptome 

data shows most of these systems to have stable expression despite the conditions of 

disuse and fasting.  However, many important transcription factors and signaling 

cascades that eventually lead to the activation of these systems show significantly 

reduced expression during hibernation.  

The FOXO transcription factors are master regulators of a variety of proteolytic 

systems including the lysosomal autophagy system and the ubiquitin-mediated 

proteolysis system.  AKT and the PGC-1 transcriptional coactivators are known to inhibit 
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FOXO transcriptional activity (65, 66).  Their overexpression during hibernation could 

explain the steady expression of FOXO transcriptional targets despite conditions of 

immobility and fasting that should lead to their overexpression (60, 61).  One such 

transcriptional target of FOXO transcription factors is the gene ZFAND5, which plays a 

major role in the recognition, delivery, and anchoring of ubiquinated proteins to the 

proteasome (67).  ZFAND5 shows significantly reduced expression beginning in OCT 

through the hibernation season (Figure 5), demonstrating direct regulation of the rate of 

protein degradation. NF-κB signaling is another important modulator of muscle atrophy 

(68).  NF-κB activation by the proinflamitory cytokine, TNF-like weak inducer of 

apoptosis (TWEAK), has recently been demonstrated to contribute to the atrophic 

response by inducing the expression of MuRF1 and Atrogin-1, both E3 ubiquitin ligases. 

(69).  Reduced expression of the TWEAK receptor TNFRSF12A suggests another 

method by which these animals reduce the rate of protein degradation during hibernation 

(Figure 5). Through transcriptional regulation at various levels, from major transcription 

factors to cytokines to proteasome anchoring proteins, these animals seem able to 

maintain a normal rate of protein turnover under otherwise atrophic conditions, and 

preserve muscle function and mass. 

 

Conclusion 

Overall, the depth of this type of data has allowed us to observe changes in gene 

expression never before quantified.  This data has yielded information on how the 

physiological transitions in hibernator skeletal muscles might be contributing to the 

hibernation phenotype.  The metabolic transitions we see at the gene expression level 

would allow their muscles to efficiently metabolize lipids, the primary fuel source during 

hibernation.  Supporting this oxidative metabolism, we see increased expression of 
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oxygen delivering/handling genes just prior to hibernation.  Finally, to avoid the effects of 

the extended disuse associated with hibernation, these animals show altered gene 

expression of a variety of genes key to protein balance. 
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Chapter 2: Proteome Analysis 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Animal Models 

 Thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) used in this study 

were obtained and housed as described previously (70, 27).  All experimental animal 

procedures were approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee.  The following collection points served to reveal changes in protein 

abundance throughout the circannual cycle:  April Active (APR), August Active (AUG), 

October active (OCT), January torpor (TOR), January interbout arousal (J-IBA), and 

March interbout arousal (M-IBA) (Figure 1).  Three females and three males were 

collected at each time point.  A single female sample and a single male sample were 

eventually pooled to produce three samples comprising both sexes.  Three mass 

spectrometry runs were performed on iTRAQ labeled samples with each including one 

sample from each of the six time points.  This resulted in a total of three biological 

replicates for each time point.  Physiological state was determined by rectal temperature 

and animal behavior.  At all time points, animals were anesthetized with isoflourane and 

sacrificed by decapitation.  The quadriceps muscles were dissected and immediately 

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C.  Animals collected for all time points, except 

TOR, had a body temperature (Tb) of 35-37°C and were observed as being fully awake 

and active prior to sacrifice.  Torpid animals were collected after a minimum of three 

days of consecutive torpor, showed no outward signs of arousal, and had a Tb of 5-7°C 

at the time of sacrifice.   
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Protein Extraction and iTRAQ labeling 

 Frozen tissue was ground to a powder under liquid nitrogen.  Tissue was 

reconstituted in extraction buffer (7M urea, 2M thiourea, 0.4M triethylammonium 

bicarbonate (TEAB) pH8.5, 20% acetonitrile, and 4mM Tris (2carboxyethyl) phosphine 

(TCEP)) at a ratio of 10ml/g.  While remaining on ice, the samples were sonicated with a 

Branson Digital Sonifier 250 at 30% amplitude for no more than 7 consecutive seconds 

to avoid carbamylation.  A volume of 150µl of each sample was transferred to a 

Pressure Cycling Technology tube and capped with a 150µl cap before being placed in 

the Barocycler NEP2320 (Pressure Biosciences, Inc., South Easton, MA).  Samples 

underwent 40 cycles of 35 kpsi for 30 seconds followed by 0 psi for 15 seconds.  

Following pressure cycling, 200mM methyl methanethiosulfonate (MMTS) was added to 

a final concentration of 8mM, mixed, and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes.  

Samples were then transferred to a new 1.5ml microfuge Eppendorf Protein LoBind 

tube.  Protein concentration was determined by Bradford assay.   

Protein from a single male and a single female (50µg each) were pooled to 

produce samples of 100µg.  This was brought up to a least common volume in protein 

extraction buffer and MMTS.  Samples were diluted 4-fold with ultrapure water followed 

by the addition of trypsin (Promega, Madison WI) at a ratio of 35:1 total protein to 

trypsin.  Samples were incubated at 37°C for 16 hours and then frozen at -80°C for 30 

minutes prior to drying by vacuum centrifugation.  After cleaning the samples using 

normal phase solid phase extraction (SPE) (Extract CleanTM C18 SPE cartridge, Grace-

Davidson, Deerfield IL), the eluents were vacuum dried and resuspended in dissolution 

buffer (0.5M TEAB pH8.5) to a final concentration of 2µg/µl.  iTRAQ® labeling was done 
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per manufacturer’s protocol (AB Sciex, Foster City CA).  After labeling, samples were 

multiplexed and vacuum-dried.  Samples were cleaned by normal phase SPE as before 

and eluents were dried by vacuum centrifuge.  

  

Liquid Chromatography Fractionation and Mass Spectrometry 

 Labeled samples were resuspended in Buffer A (20mM ammonium formate 

pH=10 in 98:2 water:acetonitrile) and fractionated offline by high pH C18 reverse-phase 

chromatography (71).  A Shimadzu Promenance HPLC (Shimadzu, Columbia MD) was 

used with a C18 XBridge column, 150mm × 2.1mm internal diameter, 5µm particle size 

(Walters Corporation, Milford MA).  Flow rate was 200µl/min with a gradient from 2-35% 

Buffer B (20mM ammonium formate pH=10 in 10:90 water:acetonitrile) over 60 minutes 

followed by 35-60% over 5 minutes.  Fractions were collected every 2 minutes and UV 

absorbances were monitored at 215nm and 280nm.  Peptide-containing fractions were 

divided into early and late groups, each containing an equal number of fractions.  The 

first early fraction was concatenated with the first late fraction and so on.  Concatenated 

samples were dried by vacuum centrifugation, resuspended in load solvent (98:2:0.01 

water:acetonitrile:formic acid) and 1-1.5µg aliquots were run on a Velos Orbitrap mass 

spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham MA) as described previously with 

the exception that the higher-energy collisional dissociation activation energy was 20ms. 

 

Bioinformatic Analysis 

 MS/MS spectra were searched using a customized ground squirrel database 

(70).  This database was generated using predicted protein sequences from the NCBI 

annotated genome for the thirteen-lined ground squirrel, RNAseq data generated in this 

lab (27), and a contaminants database (cRAP) containing common or unavoidable MS 
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protein contaminants.  Databases were merged using tools within the Galaxy-P platform 

(University of Minnesota) and searched using Paragon Algorithm (V.4.5.0.0) search 

engine in Protein Pilot (V.4.5, Sciex, Foster City CA) with the following search 

parameters: Sample Type: iTRAQ 8-plex (peptide labeled); Cys-alkylation: MMTS; 

Instrument: Orbi MS, Orbi MS/MS; Run Quant; Use bias correction; Search focus on 

biological modifications; Thorough search and with a Detected Protein Threshold 

(Unused Protscore (Conf)): 10%. The ProteinPilot searches and subsequent generation 

of PSPEP (FDR) reports and protein and peptide-level summaries were generated within 

Galaxy-P. 

 All peptides were identified with at least a 95% confidence interval value as 

specified by the Paragon Algorithm and less than a 1% false discovery rate (FDR) based 

on forward and reverse searches.  Proteins were considered confidently identified with at 

least 2 unique peptides and an experiment-wide FDR of no more than 2%.  Relative 

quantification of proteins was determined by ProteinPilot.  ProteinPilot begins 

quantitation at the level of the peptide by calculating a ratio of any 2 iTRAQ label peak 

intensities (Figure 6).  Ratios from all peptides matching a specific protein are then 

integrated to provide quantitative information for the protein.   Comparisons were done 

between consecutive time points throughout the circannual cycle (Figure 1).  A 

quantitative false discovery rate (FDR) of 2% was set by assigning a p-value threshold 

using the target-decoy method provided in the ProteinPilot Descriptive Statistics 

Template (Sciex, Foster City CA).  The target-decoy method utilizes technical replicates 

(Figure 6) within a single MS/MS experiment to determine a p-value at which identical 

samples show an acceptable amount of difference (FDR of 2%). Based on this 

established FDR, proteins were considered differentially expressed within a single 

replicate if they had a p-value of less than .05 for the first and third replicates, and a p-
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value below .001 for the second replicate.  Because there is no standard method for 

averaging ratios and combining p-values across multiple MS runs, we considered protein 

abundances to be significantly different (using all three replicates) if at least two of the 

three replicates showed significance as stated above and showed a similar change in 

abundance (upregulated or downregulated).  Proteins that showed differential 

expression in conflicting directions were not used for further analysis.  Protein lists were 

submitted to DAVID for broad functional analysis.   

 

Figure 6. Sampling design, preparation, and iTRAQ labeling.  Protein was extracted from 
male and female thirteen-lined ground squirrel quadriceps for each collection point.  Equal 
amounts of protein were combined from one male and one female before tryptic digestion.  The 
resulting peptides were iTRAQ labeled and all samples were pooled for mass spectrometry 
analysis.  This illustration depicts a single mass spec run, representing a single biological 
replicate for each collection point with technical replicates made from the APR and M-IBA 
samples.  This process was performed three times for a total of three biological replicates. 
 
 The identification of peptides corresponding to potential novel proteoforms was 

done largely using the platform Galaxy-P.  Galaxy-P was used to filter out all peptides 

matching to known protein sequences from ground squirrel encoded by the NCBI 
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genome.  The remaining peptides, identified from RNAseq data, were filtered using 

BLAST-P to search against the NCBI thirteen-lined ground squirrel non-redundant 

database.  Identifications made by BLAST-P were further filtered to account for percent 

of identical amino acids, number of gaps in query, and length of the query relative to the 

input.  Resulting peptides were searched against the NCBI human database.  Novel 

peptides identified from this process were checked for high quality spectral matches 

using a Peptide Sequence Match Evaluator tool in Galaxy-P and the protein sequences 

were aligned to ground squirrel and human sequences to visualize how the novel 

peptide differed from the known or predicted sequences (70).  The workflows used in 

this study have been described in details in proteogenomic study of saliva (72). 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

The role of skeletal muscle plasticity in the life cycle of a hibernator.   

The goal of this experiment was to identify proteomic transitions occurring in 

skeletal muscle that might explain certain tissue-specific and whole-body physiological 

transitions observed throughout the circannual cycle of this hibernator.  An earlier study 

in our lab developed a proteomic approach to identify proteins from non-model 

organisms that also used the thirteen-lined ground squirrel (73).  In this study we 

employed iTRAQ-based tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) techniques to determine 

relative protein levels at 6 points throughout the year (Figure 1).   In MS/MS runs 1, 2, 

and 3 respectively there were 36,895, 40,833, and 34,813 spectra matched to peptide 

sequences.  These spectra were used to identify 15,229, 16,586, and 16,753 distinct 

peptides.  After searching these peptides against the NCBI predicted protein database 

for the ground squirrel, our own database generated from high-throughput RNA-seq 
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data, and a contaminant database, we identified 1,055, 1,335, and 1,219 proteins across 

three separate MS/MS runs.  Together, 1,563 proteins were confidently identified.  For 

differential expression analysis, we made comparisons between sequential collection 

points (Figure 1).  Across all comparisons, 232 proteins met our criteria for differential 

expression (see Methods).  This approach recently identified a similar number of 

differentially expressed proteins in thirteen-lined ground squirrel hearts (70).  These 232 

proteins were then functionally clustered using DAVID.  Categories indicated by DAVID 

are consistent with previously described physiological transitions for hibernator skeletal 

muscle, such as changes in metabolic preference and fiber type (Figure 7) (22, 23, 27, 

74).  

 
Figure 7. Major categorizations made by DAVID analysis of all differentially expressed 
proteins.  Total number of proteins in a given category is represented with black numbers, 
whereas proteins shared between two categories are represented with white numbers. 
 
 

Metabolic Transitions 

The most notable transitions in protein abundance are consistent with previous 

findings that fatty acid oxidation is enhanced and glucose metabolism is reduced during 

the hibernation season in skeletal muscle (2, 3). The comparison with the largest 
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number of differentially expressed proteins was between M-IBA and APR, with 184 

proteins.  Despite the fact that these collection points are less than a month apart, this 

comparison has almost three times as many differentially expressed proteins than any 

other comparison.  This supports the idea that the transition into the hibernation 

phenotype is a gradual one, occurring throughout the summer and fall, whereas the 

transition out of hibernation to an active and fed state is much more abrupt.  The most 

notable fluctuations in metabolic proteins also occurred between the M-IBA and APR 

collection-points (Figure 8).  Relative to M-IBA, proteins related to glucose metabolism 

increase sharply, while fatty acid metabolism proteins decline at the APR collection 

point.  During their final spring arousal, occurring between M-IBA and APR, the animals 

have access to carbohydrates for the first time in nearly six months.  Thus, an increase 

in the enzymatic machinery necessary to derive energy from this new fuel source is 

important as they are recovering from the previous hibernation season and preparing for 

reproduction.  Alternatively, the transition to efficiently metabolizing fatty acids is a more 

gradual.  Proteins involved in fatty acid metabolism consistently have a positive ratio, 

indicating a gradual increase in abundance throughout most of the year (Figure 8).  

Similarly, proteins involved in glucose metabolism tend to have a negative ratio at the 

same comparisons, indicating a gradual decline.   
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Figure 8. Abundance profile of metabolism-related proteins. All expression profiles charted 
are of proteins that are differentially expressed in at least one comparison.  Red squares 
represent proteins involved in fatty acid metabolism.  Blue circles represent proteins involved in 
glucose metabolism.  Positive and negative ratios indicate an increase or decrease in protein 
abundance, respectively, from one time point to the next. 

 

The comparison with the fewest differentially expressed proteins is TOR to J-IBA 

with 24 proteins.  Because translation does not occur at Tb associated with TOR, IBAs 

are thought to be necessary for the production of proteins essential to the continuation of 

the hibernation phenotype (8, 9). The majority of proteins with increased abundance at 

this comparison are related to β-oxidation (HADHA, HADHB), the TCA cycle (FH, MDH1, 

SUCLA2, IDH3A, CS), and ATP synthesis (ATP5A1 and ATP5B).  This reflects both the 

reliance of hibernating animals on fatty acid oxidation for making ATP, as well as the 

importance of the IBAs for replenishing necessary proteins.  In summary, these data 

provide valuable insight into the rate and timing of metabolic transitions occurring in the 

skeletal muscle of these hibernators. 
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Fiber-type transitions 

 Associated with these transitions in metabolic properties, we also see shifts in 

contractile proteins throughout the circannual cycle.  Figure 9 shows the abundance of 

contractile proteins classified as fast-twitch, slow-twitch, or non-specific isoforms.  It 

should be pointed out that myosins compose as much as 50% of the total protein of 

skeletal muscles and exist as either fast or slow isoforms, so major shifts in these 

proteins will have a larger effect on muscle mass than others (75).  As with metabolism, 

the most abrupt transition occurs between the M-IBA and APR collection points, with 

increases in fast-twitch associated isoforms and a reduction in slow-twitch isoforms.  

This correlates with the fact that fast-twitch muscles use a more glycolytic metabolism 

and that these animals’ muscles grow significantly upon spring re-feeding (26).  In 

contrast to the metabolic fluctuations, where we saw a gradual return to the hibernation 

phenotype, the contractile proteins show a much more variable expression pattern, 

reflecting both changes in fiber-type abundance and overall muscle mass.  APR to AUG 

shows an increase in muscle mass with increases in slow fiber types.  AUG to OCT, a 

period where these animals are greatly reducing their food intake and using shallow 

torpor bouts with increasing frequency (76, 6), shows a reduction in both fiber types, 

likely indicating a reduction in muscle mass between these points.  Fiber-type 

composition tends not to change through early hibernation, but shows a surprising 

increase in abundance of slow-type isoforms between the J-IBA and M-IBA collection 

points.  This transition supports a recent study demonstrating a re-investment in muscle 

protein synthesis in preparation for spring arousal (26).  These data suggest that these 

animals are actively growing muscle at a time when they have not eaten for at least 3 
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months and are mostly sedentary except for shivering thermogenesis and limited 

movement during IBAs.   

 

Figure 9. Abundance profile of contractile/structural proteins. All profiles charted are of 
proteins that are differentially expressed in at least one comparison.  Blue diamonds represent 
protein isoforms consistent with a fast-type muscle.  Red squares represent protein isoforms 
consistent with a slow-type muscle.  Black circles represent proteins without specific fast or slow 
isoform types. 
 

Potential roles of AMP Deaminase 1  

 The high abundance and metabolic demand of skeletal muscle necessitates the 

use of a strong negative feedback system in which this tissue can maintain energy 

balance in response to fluctuating energy demand and availability.  The AMP:ATP ratio 

serves as a major signal of cellular energy status.  During periods of high ATP utilization, 

this ratio is elevated (77, 78).  High AMP:ATP promotes the phosphorylation and 

activation of AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) which signals downstream processes 

aimed at increasing ATP production and decreasing ATP utilization (79).  In response to 

acute energy deficit, AMPK maintains energy homeostasis through inhibiting protein 
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synthesis and enhancing glucose and fatty acid uptake and utilization (79).  For a more 

chronic energy deficit, AMPK has been implicated in increasing mitochondrial biogenesis 

through increased activity and activation of PGC-1α, a transcriptional co-activator 

differentially expressed and activated during hibernation (27, 80-82).  A major regulator 

of the AMP:ATP ratio identified as being differentially expressed in our proteome is the 

protein AMP deaminase 1 (AMPD1) (Figure 7).  AMPD1 catalyzes a rate limiting 

reaction in the main catabolic pathway of AMP to IMP, thus its reduction would promote 

a higher AMP:ATP ratio during periods of rapid ATP hydrolysis (83).  These data 

demonstrate that the abundance of AMPD1 is significantly reduced preceding and during 

hibernation (Figure 10).  This reduced ability to clear cellular AMP could lead to 

increased AMPK activity, especially during periods of muscle activity, which could induce 

many of the physiological transitions associated with hibernation including increased 

mitochondrial protein density (Figures 8 & 11), increased fatty acid metabolism (Figure 

8) (2, 3), reduced muscle mass (26), and the fast to slow fiber-type transition (Figure 9) 

(22), all of which occur at times congruent with reduced AMPD1 abundance.   
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Figure 10. Relative protein abundance of AMPD1 and FMOD for 6 comparisons made 
throughout the circannual cycle.  Ratios for each mass spec run are represented 
independently, with an asterisk indicating comparisons that fit our criteria for differential 
expression.  AMP-deaminase 1 (AMPD1) shows significantly reduced abundance from AUG to 
OCT and from OCT to TOR, while showing significantly increased abundance from M-IBA to 
APR.  Fibromodulin (FMOD) has significantly increased abundance from AUG to OCT without 
any clear decrease, likely indicating a gradual decline, never showing significance. 
 
 

Additionally, this decrease in AMPD1 during hibernation could reflect an 

alteration in the production of nitrogenous waste.  During intense exercise, AMP is 

deaminated to IMP as a way of pulling the reaction catalyzed by adenylate kinase in the 

direction of making more ATP.   As a consequence, tissue and blood levels of ammonia 

increase shortly after beginning exercise, reflecting this breakdown of AMP (84, 85).  

Human individuals can, asymptomatically, be heterozygous or homozygous for a 

mutation in AMPD1 that renders it catalytically inactive.  Interestingly, these individuals 

show no increase in blood ammonia during or after exercise (85).  The reduced 

adenylate degradation in these individuals significantly reduces the amount of ammonia 
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waste they produce during exercise.  These hibernators drink and urinate little, if at all, 

for the length of the hibernation season, yet periodically need to activate their muscles to 

a high degree for shivering thermogenesis (55).  Reducing the amount of nitrogenous 

waste produced during these exercise bouts greatly limits the amount of urine they need 

to produce. 

 

Figure 11. Abundance profile of mitochondrial proteins.  Excludes metabolism proteins 
already shown in Figure 4.  All profiles charted are of proteins that are differentially expressed in 
at least one comparison.  Green diamonds represent proteins associated with the electron 
transfer system.  Red circles represent proteins involved in the TCA cycle.  Blue squares 
represent proteins closely associated with ATP production, most of which are subunits of ATP 
synthase. 

 

 Finally, reduced ability to clear cellular AMP may have another very active role in 

hibernation.  With reduced ability to deaminate AMP to IMP, an alternate degradative 

pathway involves hydrolyzing AMP to adenosine (84).  During periods of high ATP 

utilization, such as shivering thermogenesis for IBAs, levels of muscle AMP and 

adenosine would be expected to spike (84).  Our previous work has shown that the 

transcript for the equilibrative nucleoside transporter 1 (SLC29A1) has significantly 
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elevated expression during hibernation (27).  This transporter might allow the release of 

excess adenosine from the skeletal muscle into circulation (86).  Circulating adenosine 

has long been suspected as a major signal in the torpor-arousal cycle since it was 

demonstrated that adenine nucleotides or adenosine injections induce a hypometabolic 

state in mice with similarities to fasted daily torpor (87, 88).  Tissue specific targets of 

adenosine might include the deactivation of non-shivering thermogenesis in brown 

adipose tissue (BAT).  Previous work in our lab has shown an increase in the transcript 

of adenosine receptor ADORA1 in BAT during hibernation, the activation of which could 

shut down adenylate cyclase activity and the subsequent metabolism of fatty acids 

necessary for heat production (35).  This would represent a signaling mechanism 

between the two main tissues responsible for rewarming to and maintenance of a normal 

euthermic Tb.  As BAT produces heat in the initial phase of rewarming, it warms the 

muscles to the point that they can begin shivering thermogenesis.  Because of the low 

levels of AMPD1, there would be greater potential to produce adenosine, which could 

enter circulation and activate ADORA1 in BAT.  This would slow heat production in BAT 

as the animal reaches the desired Tb. 

Further studies are underway to determine the role of AMPD1 in AMPK activation, 

reducing nitrogenous waste, and the potential effects on circulating adenylate levels, 

especially surrounding the intense shivering thermogenesis associated with rewarming.   

 

Fibromodulin helps maintain myogenic potential in myoblasts 

  Hibernator skeletal muscles have demonstrated delayed muscle regeneration 

during hibernation (89).  Interestingly, they delay regeneration without suffering 

increased fibrosis as would happen in a typical mammal (89, 90).  Andres-Mateos et al. 

(2012) suggested that reduced levels of transforming growth factor-β (TGF- β) likely 
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contribute to this phenomenon.  TGF- β is a cytokine that is synthesized as an inactive 

complex that must be cleaved in the extracellular matrix (ECM) before binding to its 

receptor on the cell surface (90).  During myogenesis, its signaling determines the 

differentiation of fiber types, while inhibiting muscle regeneration in adult muscle (91).  

TGF-β signaling is thought to be involved in the inflammatory response to muscle 

damage, but persistent signaling will cause myogenic cells to differentiate into fibrotic 

cells instead of new muscle (91).  Various proteins of the ECM control TGF-β signaling 

by regulating cleavage to its active form or by sequestering it in the ECM to reduce its 

bioavailability (92-95). One such protein, fibromodulin (FMOD), increases significantly 

between AUG and OCT without a clear decrease, indicating a likely gradual decline in 

abundance through the rest of the year (Figure 10).  FMOD is known to bind and 

maintain both the active and inactive forms of TGF-β in the ECM, limiting its 

bioavailability (94).  Interestingly, it has also been shown play a role in the scarless 

repair of fetal skin (95).  Its role in hibernator skeletal muscle could be similar, with 

increased levels modulating TGF-β signaling, allowing for more of a fetal response to 

muscle damage, resulting in muscle regeneration instead of fibrosis.  Further evidence 

for this mechanism presented in this paper is the increase in slow-type protein isoforms 

expressed late in the hibernation season.  If there were a period of muscle growth 

occurring late in hibernation, within this fetal-like ECM, it is expected that gene and 

protein expression would reflect a slow-type muscle (Figure 9) (90).   Because of TGF-

β’s extensive roles in cellular growth and development, regulation of its signaling through 

increased abundance of FMOD could play a significant role in the muscle maintenance 

seen during hibernation. 
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Multi-omics analysis to improve genomic annotation 

 Collection and analysis of high throughput proteomic and RNAseq data from the 

same samples allowed us to identify specific amino acid sequences different from those 

predicted by automated genomic annotation.  This proteogenomic method has proven 

particularly useful in non-model organisms, where genome annotation is typically less 

than ideal (27).  Mass spectrometry runs 1, 2, and 3 identified 220, 214, and 241 

peptides corresponding to novel proteoforms respectively with greater than 95% 

confidence.  Two hundred and ten novel peptides were identified in two or more runs, 

with 99 being identified in all three runs.  These 210 novel peptides represent 89 

different proteins.  This demonstrates the advantage of constructing a translated 

RNAseq database for proteomic analysis, as these peptides would have otherwise been 

unidentified.  As previously reported in the ground squirrel heart, the majority of these 

peptides corresponding to novel proteoforms arise due to poor annotation of the genome 

(27, 96).  There were 77 peptides identified for 17 proteins that had no genomic 

prediction.  Additionally, 16, 14, and 27 peptides were identified that, when also aligned 

to the human protein, exist before the predicted start site, after the predicted stop site, or 

within unpredicted exonic regions, respectively.   

Other peptides were identified that had a specific number of amino acids different 

from the predicted protein.  Seventeen peptides had 10 or more residues different from 

the predicted, likely indicating problems with genome annotation or new protein 

isoforms.  Another 17 peptides had 6-9 amino acid differences from the predicted, 

representing proteins with high biological variability, or poor annotation.  Fifteen peptides 

had 2-5 differences form the predicted, while 24 peptides differed from their predicted 
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sequence by a single amino acid, likely representing sequence variability between the 

populations used for genomic sequencing and those used in this study.  

 

Proteome/Transcriptome comparison 

 Another advantage to having both transcriptomic and proteomic screens from 

identical samples is the ability to interrogate basic biological questions such as the 

correlation between mRNA and protein abundance, and the type of regulation that may 

be occurring at different points in the circannual cycle.  As in previous studies, this data 

highlights the unreliability of transcriptomic data to predict protein abundance (97). Of 

the differentially expressed transcripts that were also identified in the proteome, only 3.5 

to 21.4 percent of them shared a similar expression pattern with their respective protein 

(Figure 12).  This demonstrates a high degree of posttranscriptional regulation in 

determining protein levels. 

 Our data also indicate that the level of posttranscriptional regulation may vary 

according to season or physiological transition.  Although a similar number of 

differentially expressed transcripts were identified in the proteome in the Oct:Tor and 

IBA:Apr comparisons, the percentage of transcripts matching their respective protein 

abundance more than double in the latter comparison (Figure 12).  This may indicate an 

increase in posttranscriptional regulation leading up to the hibernation season, and a 

release from it following hibernation.   
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Figure 12. Differentially expressed transcripts and their protein products. Total number of 
differentially expressed transcripts with protein products identified in the proteome are indicated 
by the black numbers at the top of each bar.  Total number of those proteins that show differential 
abundances similar to their respective transcripts are indicated by the white numbers, with the 
hatched bars indicating the percent of differentially expressed transcripts.   

 

 In conclusion, multi-omics approaches offer a major advantage, especially to the 

study of non-model systems where genomic information may be sparse or inaccurate.  

While the depth of coverage in high-throughput proteomics is not yet to the level of 

transcriptomics, the disparities between the two and the higher biological relevance of 

protein data make it a valuable tool not only for testing specific hypotheses, but for the 

generation of new hypotheses, as was the goal of this study. 
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Chapter 3: Future Directions--SERCA Efficiency 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Animal Models and tissue collections 

 Thirteen-lined ground squirrels (Ictidomys tridecemlineatus) used in this study 

were obtained and housed as described previously (27, 70).  All experimental animal 

procedures were approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee.  Samples were taken at two points throughout the year: during 

hibernation (HIB) and in the spring (APR).  Because this was a pilot study and no data 

suggests any difference between TOR and IBA, HIB animals were taken regardless of 

state with 2 in TOR and 6 in IBA.  Over all, 5 males and 3 females were taken during 

HIB and 5 males and 3 females were taken in APR.  APR animals were taken out of the 

hibernation chamber, placed at 22°C on a 12:12 light:dark cycle and given food ad 

libitum for a minimum of 10 days before being sacrificed.  At all time points, animals 

were anesthetized with isoflourane and sacrificed by decapitation.  Muscle groups were 

dissected out, cleared of connective tissue and other debris, and placed immediately into 

ice-cold homogenization buffer (¤). 

 

Sarco-endoplasmic reticulum isolation 

 The ratio of calcium ions that are pumped per each ATP hydrolyzed by SERCA is 

its coupling ratio, and is a direct measure of SERCA efficiency.  This ratio controls the 

metabolic demand of SERCA activity and is an indirect measure of the amount of heat 

SERCA is producing.  To determine this coupling ratio, sarcoplasmic reticular vesicles 

first needed to be isolated to reduce potential activity of non-specific ATPases or calcium 
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sequestering mechanisms.  Skeletal muscles were first minced with scissors in 5ml of 

homogenization buffer.  Minced muscles were homogenized by three 15-second bursts 

with the TissueTearor tissue homogenizer resting 30 seconds on ice between each 

burst.  The homogenate was filtered through 4 layers of gauze.  Five ml of 

homogenization buffer was used to rinse extra homogenate from the homogenization 

tube and collection beaker.  This was then centrifuged at 2,000✕g for 10 minutes to 

pellet cellular debris.  The supernatant was again centrifuged at 10,000✕g to pellet 

mitochondria.  Potassium chloride was added to the post-mitochondrial supernatant to a 

concentration of 0.6M (4.5g per 100ml).  This was incubated on ice with gentle agitation 

for 30 minutes to solubilize the myosin globulins.  The samples were then centrifuged at 

40,000✕g to pellet the sarco-endoplasmic reticular vessicles.  This pellet was 

resuspended in 250ul of resuspension buffer (w) by repeated pipetting.  Protein 

concentration was determined by BCA analysis. 

 

SERCA efficiency assay 

 The coupling ratio of SERCA was determined using isolated SR vesicles and an 

ion-selective calcium electrode (WPI).  Isolated SR vesicles were diluted to a 

concentration of 2mg/ml.  The reaction chamber was a Hansatech Oxytherm with stir 

speed set to 75rpm and chamber temperature to 37°C.  All measurements were 

performed in a 500µl reaction volume, consisting of 415µl of reaction buffer (★) and 85µl 

of isolated SR in resuspension buffer.  Once chamber temperature was stabilized, 

stepwise additions of 5mM CaCl were made in the order: 1µl, 1µl, 2µl, 4µl, 8µl, allowing 

the reading to equilibrate after each addition.  These additions set up a standard curve 

for determining calcium concentrations after ATP additions.  After reaching a final 

calcium concentration of 160µM, 10mM ATP was added to a final concentration of 20 or 
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40µM depending on the anticipated calcium uptake response.  This uptake caused a 

reduction in the calcium concentration of the solution read by the electrode.  Readings 

were again allowed to equilibrate after each addition.  Equivalent additions were made 

until the reading from the calcium electrode was outside of the range of the standards.  

ATP additions with a calcium concentration that remained above 20µM were used to 

calculate SERCA coupling ratio.  This ratio was determined by first plotting the log of the 

known calcium concentration against the mV reading from the calcium electrode.  The 

equation for the line of best fitting these points was then used to calculate calcium 

concentration from mV readings taken after ATP additions.  The SERCA coupling ratio 

was calculated as moles of calcium removed from solution per mole of ATP added. 

  

Tricine SDS-PAGE Western blot analysis 

 SR vesicles not used in the efficiency assay were again pelleted at 40,000✕g.  

The SR pellet was resuspended in 200µl RIPA lysis buffer (⌘) and fully dissolved by 

syringe homogenization (25 gauge).  Protein concentration was determined by BCA 

analysis.  Samples were diluted with RIPA and then Tricine sample buffer (for SLN 

detection) or Laemmli sample buffer (for SERCA detection) to a final concentration of 

2mg/ml.  For SLN, 30µg of protein were run on a 16% separating gel (�) with a 4% 

stacking gel (#) optimized for Tricine samples.  For SERCA, 5µg of protein were 

run on a 12% separating gel (@) with a 4% stacking gel ($). Separate anode (✜) 

and cathode (n) buffers were required for tricine SDS-PAGE.    For Tricine gels, the 

voltage was set at 20V until the samples completely entered the stacking gel at which 

point the voltage was increased to 90V until the loading dye was ~2/3 down the gel.  For 
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Laemmli gels voltage was set at a constant 190V until the loading dye ran off the bottom 

of the gel. 

 Protein was transferred to a .2µm nitrocellulose membrane in a wet transfer 

system.  Both Tricine and Laemmli methods used the same transfer buffer (&).  Voltage 

was set at 75V for 2.5-3 hours.  Primary antibodies were used at recommended 

concentrations (1:1000 dilution) to detect SERCA1 (Abcam, ab105172) and SLN 

(Millipore, ABT13).  Secondary antibody with conjugated HRP (1:6000 dilution) and 

SuperSignal West Pico chemiluminescent substrate were used for visualization.   
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Reagents 

(¤) Homogenization buffer: 

- 10mM sodium bicarbonate 
- 2mM sodium azide 
- 10mM Tris-Cl 
- pH 7.5 

 

(w) Resuspension buffer: 

- 10mM Tris-Cl 
- pH 6.0 

 

(★) Reaction buffer: 

  -    100mM KCl 
  -    4mM MgCl2 

  -    5mM sodium azide 
  -    5mM potassium oxalate 
  -    20mM Tris-Cl 
  -    pH 6.0 
 

(⌘) RIPA lysis buffer: 

- 150mM sodium chloride 
- 5mM EDTA 
- 50mM Tris 
- 1.0% Triton-X 
- 10% sodium deoxycholate 
- 10% SDS 
- water up to 100ml (pH 8.0) 

 

(�) 16% resolving gel (Tricine) (minigel system): 

Mix 3ml AB-3 (v), 3ml gel buffer (✪), 714µl glycerol, and 3.286ml water.  To begin 

polymerization add 50µl 10% ammonium persulfate and 5µl TEMED.  Pipette into gel 

casting set-up. Cover with a layer of isopropanol.  Allow about 1hr to polymerize.  Makes 

enough for 2 gels. 
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(#) 4% stacking gel (Tricine) (minigel system): 

Mix 1ml AB-3, 3ml gel buffer, and 8ml water.  To begin polymerization add 90µl 10% 

ammonium persulfate and 9µl TEMED.  Pipette into gel casting set-up on top of rinsed 

and dried resolving gel.  Insert well comb and allow about 30min to polymerize.  Makes 

enough for 2 gels. 

 

(@) 12% resolving gel (Laemmli) (minigel system) 

Mix 3ml water, 4.34ml 40% acrylamide, 2.5ml 1M Tris pH 8.8, 100ml 10% SDS.  To begin 

polymerization, add 5µl TEMED and 50µl 10% APS.  Pipette into gel casting set-up. 

Cover with a layer of isopropanol.  Allow 30min to polymerize. 

 

($) 4% stacking gel (Laemmli) (minigel system) 

Mix 3.82ml water, 0.5ml 40% acrylamide, 0.63ml 1M Tris pH 6.8, 50ml 10% SDS.  To 

begin polymerization, add 5µl TEMED and 25µl 10% APS.  Pipette into gel casting set-

up. Insert well comb and allow 30min to polymerize. 

 

(&) 10X Transfer Buffer 

- 250mM Tris-Base 

- 1.9M Glycine 

- up to 1L with water 

1X Transfer Buffer 

- 100ml 10X transfer buffer 

- 200ml methanol 

- up to 1L with water 

- good practice to make with enough time to chill in freezer before use 

 

(v) AB-3: 

Dissolve 48g acrylamide and 1.5g bisacrylamide up to 100ml in water.  Acrylamide is a 

potent neurotoxin, scoop into tared 50ml conical in the hood and move to balance to 

measure. 
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(✚) Tricine sample buffer (4X): 

- 12% SDS (w/v) 
- 6% mercaptoethanol (v/v) 
- 0.05% coomassie blue 
- 30% glycerol (w/v) 
- 150mM Tris/HCl  
- water up to 25ml (pH 7.0) 

 

(✪) Gel buffer: 

- 3M Tris 
- 1M HCl 
- 0.3% SDS 
- pH 8.45 

  

(✜) Anode buffer (10X): 

- 1M Tris 
- 0.225M HCl 
- pH 8.9 

 

(n) Cathode buffer (10X): 

- 1M Tris 
- 1M Tricine 
- 1% SDS 
- pH should be around 8.25, but do not adjust 
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Results and Discussion 

Overview 

In the transcriptomic and proteomic screens, genes and proteins involved in 

calcium handling were always readily identified because of their high abundance in 

skeletal muscle.  We also see that many of these genes and proteins are differentially 

expressed, such that expression of these products tends to be depressed during 

hibernation.  Thus, the goal of this project was to determine the consequences of this 

altered expression as it relates to calcium handling efficiency.  Because calcium 

handling in skeletal muscle is such an energetically expensive process and because it 

can play a significant role in thermogenesis, the efficiency of the SERCA pump is likely 

to change in accordance with metabolic and thermoregulatory demands.  While there 

are well-established methods to measure the kinetics of SERCA, no assay has yet 

attempted to directly measure the coupling ratio, or moles of calcium pumped per mole 

of ATP hydrolyzed, as a measure of SERCA efficiency (98, 99).  There are three micro-

peptides known to modulate SERCA activity: phospholamban (PLN) (100), sarcolipin 

(SLN) (19, 20), and myoregulin (MLN) (101).  PLN and MLN are very heart and skeletal 

muscle specific respectively and modulate SERCA by reducing its affinity for calcium 

(101).  This causes a change in the rate of calcium pumping, but has no known 

consequence on coupling ratio.  SLN on the other hand, increases the likelihood of 

“slippage,” which results in the hydrolysis of an ATP without pumping any calcium (102).  

In vitro, it has been observed that as little as a 2:1 ratio of SLN:SERCA will cause a 

measurable reduction in coupling ratio (102).  This loss of efficiency results in heat 

generation and contributes significantly to mammalian thermogenesis (20).   
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SERCA coupling ratio 

Because the SERCA pump can account for up to 15% of whole-body resting 

metabolism and its efficiency can contribute significantly to thermogenesis, it is an ideal 

target for regulation in an animal with annual fluctuations in metabolic and 

thermoregulatory demands (16).  To interrogate SERCA function, I developed a novel 

assay to measure its efficiency, or coupling ratio.  We found that ATP hydrolysis is more 

coupled with calcium pumping in the spring than it is during hibernation (Figure 13).  

What this could mean is that their muscles are more able to produce heat during the 

hibernation season, similar to what is seen in cold-acclimation of non-hibernator muscles 

(103).  

This shift in calcium handling efficiency likely has a role beyond SERCA-based 

thermogenesis though, since a reduction in calcium clearance by SERCA can have vast 

signaling effects (104).  In both cold-acclimation and in the months prior to hibernation, 

there is a transition to a slower-twitch muscle phenotype (Figure 9) (105).  Much of this 

transition can likely be attributed to the activity of the transcriptional coactivator PGC-1α 

(47, 105), which shows increased expression immediately prior to hibernation (Figure 4).  

Mice overexpressing skeletal muscle PGC-1α have reduced expression of key calcium 

handling proteins such as RYR1 and SERCA, while having increased expression of 

SERCA inhibitors PLN and SLN (104).  The consequences of this altered expression are 

two-fold: first, there is less SERCA present to pump calcium, potentially slowing calcium 

clearance from the cytosol; and second, the SERCA that is there is less efficient slowing 

calcium clearance even further (104).  Our proteomic data shows a variety of calcium 

handling proteins are lowest during the hibernation season, including SERCA1 (Figure 

14).  Contrary to what we would expect in the fast-to-slow transition, transcripts of SLN 

are also lowest during hibernation (Figure 15), indicating that if hibernator muscles were 
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following a canonical fast-to-slow transition, the efficiency of SERCA in hibernation might 

be even lower than we determined.  Overall, this altered expression of calcium handling 

proteins, and reduced efficiency of SERCA during hibernation likely indicates a reduction 

in calcium clearance leading to the fiber-type transition observed in hibernator skeletal 

muscle (Figure 9) (104).  Determining protein levels of SLN will be an important first step 

in determining the mechanism contributing to the reduced SERCA efficiency we see 

during hibernation. 

   

 

Figure 13.  SERCA coupling ratio in hibernation and spring.  Calcium uptake by SR 
vesicles was measured given limiting amounts of ATP using a calcium electrode system.  
Muscle groups represent fast (quadriceps), slow (diaphragm), and mixed (leg) muscle 
fiber types.  All muscle groups show a significant increase in SERCA coupling ratio in 
APR relative to HIB (p<0.05).   
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Figure 14.  Expression profiles 
of calcium handling proteins in 
hibernator skeletal muscle.  
Protein identification and 
quantification were obtained by 
iTRAQ labeling and MS/MS 
proteomics.  The three MS runs 
are represented independently 
with an asterisk indicating a 
significant difference (up or 
down) at the specified 
comparison point.  Many of these 
calcium handling proteins are at 
their lowest during hibernation 
and increase upon spring 
arousal. 
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Figure 15.  Sarcolipin gene expression.  Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencing technology was used 
to determine gene expression at four time points throughout the circannual cycle.  This gene was 
not identified by the initial screen because of its small size.  There is nearly a 10-fold increase in 
expression from hibernation to spring. 
 
 

Future Directions 

As of 4/24/2016, all SR samples used in the above analysis have been collected.  

Thus far we have only been able to complete the SERCA efficiency assay.  The next 

step will be to confirm protein levels for SLN and SERCA from these samples.  I have 

worked out methods that work well to Western blot for each of these proteins from the 

very hydrophobic samples.  Based on the SERCA efficiency results (Figure 13) I would 

suspect SERCA to drop significantly during hibernation and SLN to remain constant.  I 

plan to start these in the next few weeks and to train an undergraduate (Anton Sauer) 

and a future graduate student (Rebecca Madden) on these protocols.   

I have also been training these two on how to do the SR isolations and the 

SERCA assay in order to optimize and further validate the assay.  While I have 

informally done some validation of this assay, I don’t have enough for statistical support.  

The first most important assumption is that this assay, by providing a ratio, should be 

independent of the total protein added to the reaction chamber.  This assumes that all of 
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the ATP added is used by the SRs present in the chamber, regardless of their 

abundance.  They will test this assumption by using rat muscle to isolate SR vesicles 

and run the SERCA assay with varying amounts of protein.  I have informally done this a 

few times and do not expect any significant change in coupling ratio until SR 

concentrations are so low that the vesicles can no longer physically load any more 

calcium.   

Another important aspect of this assay is that the ratio measured is always much 

higher than would be expected from the literature.  The theoretical optimal coupling ratio 

of SERCA is 2 calcium ions pumped per ATP hydrolyzed (106), but this assay clearly 

measures higher values (Figure 13).  This is likely due to the presence of adenylate 

kinase in the SR preps.  This enzyme is highly abundant in skeletal muscle and 

catalyzes the initerconversion of adenine nucleotides, thus recycling the ADP produced 

by SERCA back into ATP and AMP.  This conversion should go to completion in all 

samples, regardless of muscle type or time of year, and thus should have no effect on 

the observed difference.  By fueling identical samples with both ATP and ADP, we would 

be able to determine the true coupling ratio and could compare to literature values more 

accurately.   

The final assumption is that the SLN:SERCA ratio is the primary cause for the 

change in SERCA efficiency.  Because SLN is a small protein, only 33 amino acids long, 

we have had synthesized a peptide matching the squirrel sequence.  With the addition of 

this peptide to SR vesicles we should be able to reduce SERCA efficiency in an 

equivalent manner to what is seen between SPR and HIB (Figure 13).  This experiment 

would be performed after thorough western blotting of the current samples to ensure that 

we could artificially match the SLN:SERCA ratio present in HIB and APR, and determine 

if the change in coupling ratio is similar.   
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